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The Photographic Historical Society of Canada

Wednesday, MAY 16th, 2012…

Alana West

from Kingston, Queen's University
Our speaker for May is Alana West, currently pursuing her Ph.D. in
Art History at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario focusing on
the history of photography.
Previous
work
experience
includes an internship at the
J. Paul Getty Museum in the
department of photographs
and as the Howard and Carole
Tanenbaum curatorial fellow in
the department of photographs,
George Eastman House where
she curated an exhibition on
Frederick H. Evans, titled Ideal
Forms.
Alana has her MA in Photographic
Preservation
and
Collections Management a joint
degree from Ryerson University
and George Eastman House.
Her current research deals with
Frederick H. Evans and his circle.
ALANA WEST
She will discuss her research on
Evans and the current exhibition
at George Eastman House in Rochester which she curated.
While a student at Ryerson University she researched and wrote the
thesis Eli John Palmer, Toronto Photographer 1849 which was published in Photographic Canadiana Vol 36-2. Alana will be awarded a
PHSC Research Grant for her student essay at the meeting.
Meetings in the Gold Room, (basement) of the North York Central Library,
at 5120 Yonge Street. Handy TTC Subway stop and plenty of
underground parking.

“THE BIG ONE”

NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT BARGAIN
FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS, FAIRS,
AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY $35.00.

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC or Program Chairman Scott
Rickard at srickard@persona.ca

Programming Schedule:
May 16th, 2012
-Alana West comes from Kingston
to speak of her experiences in working at the George Eastman House in
Rochester as a curator.
Sunday, May 27, 2012
PHSC Spring Fair- Spring is here!
Again at the Soccer Centre in
Woodbridge, 7601 Martin Grove Rd.,
1/2 km south of Hwy 7 on east side.
June 20th, 2012
-Researcher/writer Irwin Reichstein
of Carleton University will entertain
us with another story he has delved
from the past.
September 19th, 2012
-To begin out Fall series of lectures
Daniel Renaud will be our guest
speaker.

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH
35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT
FOR PROGRAM UPDATES

www.phsc.ca

PHSC SPRING FAIR
SUNDAY, MAY 27TH, 2012

o ur E - mail ad d re ss i s

Soccer Centre in Woodbridge, Ontario. Opens 10:00 AM – PUBLIC WELCOME
CONTACT MARK SINGER, FAIR CHAIRMAN, tel 416-879-7168 or fair@phsc.ca

Robert A. Carter – Webmaster
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info@phsc.ca

PHOTOGRAPHICA and IMAGE SHOW

Sunday, May 27, 2012
10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

THE NEW LOOK – SOME BIG CHANGES!

The Soccer Centre
7601 MARTIN GROVE RD. TORONTO (WOODBRIDGE) ONT.
1/2 KM SOUTH OF HIGHWAY 7 ON THE EAST SIDE

For information contact: Mark Singer, tel 416-879-7168 OR fair@phsc.ca

ADMISSION ONLY $7.00
STUDENTS ARE FREE WITH
SCHOOL ID CARD

FREE BUS RIDE FROM

KIPLING SUBWAY KISS-N-RIDE:
STARTS 9:30 AM (HOURLY)

PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
4335 Bloor St W, Box 11703, Toronto ON M9C 2A5 ◊ www.phsc.ca ◊ fair@phsc.ca
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Our April 2012 Meeting

see complete reviews on PHSC web site at WWW.PHSC.CA

Toronto Notes

Reported by Mark Singer

– OUR NEXT MEETING WILL TAKE PLACE ON MAY 16TH 2012
THE APRIL MEETING
The April meeting had a last
minute change in program because
the scheduled speaker could not
make it to Toronto to speak. A
number of years ago the society
had purchased videotapes with
public performance licenses as a
backup in case speakers could not
make it at the last moment. This
qualified as an occasion to play
one of the tapes so I dusted off my
VHS VCR and hoped it would
work.

The video played was, Has
Anybody Seen Canada – A History
of Canadian Movies 1939-1953.
The title refers to a US movie
director’s comment to crew
members when he wanted to
know what Canadian scenery
looked like. The film goes into
the start of the NFB in 1939
headquartered in an abandoned sawmill using British
directors, American production facilities but using
Canadian orchestras as well
as narrators such as Lorne
Green.
WW II started and gave the
startup branch of the government work right away producing
films to support the war effort. It
used whatever talent it could find
because there were few independent filmmakers in Canada who
typically produced travelogues
showing rich Americans vacationing in Canada or industrial films.
The NFB made very good films
to boost the war efforts and were
even shown in Canadian major
movie houses owned by the major
US motion picture companies; a
cheer went up every time the NFB
logo came up. It even won an
Oscar in 1941. The NFB was the
only one to capture Winston
Churchill on film when he addressed
the Canadian parliament.

When the US entered the war,
NFB "shorts" were shown on
American movie screens and
Canadian movies had a large audience. Even German propaganda
minister Goebbels after seeing an
NFB war short was heard to utter
“not bad.” Where they could film
directly, they built a film library of
raw footage of the war effort from
both friend and foe. They even
obtained a negative of Leni
Riefenstahl’s Triumph of Will made
in Germany in 1934 extolling the
Nazi party’s rise to power. The
video showed clips of films as well
as interviews with people involved
in the NFB during those years.

After the war, when the cold war
began, the head of the NFB was
smeared as being a Communist
sympathizer and was fired. The
Canadian private movie producers
reasoned they should produce government films but it was kept in
government hands and the private
producers made shorts for the
movie houses as well as industrial
films. Crawley Films made The
Loon’s Necklace which fascinated
audiences around the world.
Quebec had a thriving movie industry because of the language Church and culture. During the war
few movies from France got imported so a void was filled. No one
under 16 was allowed in movie theTHE PHSC E-MAIL
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atres after many children died in a
Quebec movie house fire. That ban
lasted 33 years.
Only one Canadian feature film
was made in 1946, Bush Pilot which
was one of the few movies to get
any US distribution in the late
1940s, as opposed to the US which
made 422 and Burma made 46.
The NFB continued making shorts
especially the animated ones using
the talents of Norman Maclaren
who would animate directly on raw
film stock.
Canada was alone in the world
in not restricting the distribution of
American films and the American
distributors did not count
Canada as a foreign country.
Canada was used as a prop for
American movies using the
scenery and requisite Mountie.
By 1948 television was
starting to close some movie
theatres and the industry was
starting to worry. Even in the
US, the movie chains owned
by the producers were restricted but that stranglehold continued in Canada. The NFB
was looking for direction as
well. It had become the largest
producer of documentaries and
animated shorts in the world.
Unfortunately the NFB was accused
of having Communist sympathizers
and was not allowed to do work for
the armed forces.
The visit of Princess Elizabeth
was filmed and became widely
seen around the world. Canadian
films had a dry wit and Canadians
could laugh at themselves which
was appreciated around the world.
The only problem was distribution
and that came via television to a
mass audience and its voracious
need for programming that the NFB
had lots to offer. That was the end
of the film and the rest is history.

OUR SPECIAL MEETING AT THE IMA GALLERY

PHSC members and guests were treated to a special tour of the installation Seeking Solace at
the IMA Gallery with collector Steven Evans discussing why he specializes in Bedford prints.

Special viewers were issued so that visitors
could experience the stereo card displays.

Steven used his iPad to query visitors as to
who was the mystery man in many pictures.

At the invitation of collector
Steven Evans and students of the
Photographic Preservation and
Collections Management Program,
of Ryerson University, we were
treated to a rare insight of what
draws a collector to chase after
Francis Bedford collectables, and
what it takes to mount an exhibition
of his prints. Francis Bedford was an
English photographer who used
various media to promote his photography. Steven explained the various time-frames of his collection
from the first picture he purchased
while still a student in the photography course at Ryerson. Ashley Cook
took us through the qualms of
mounting the show and publishing
the brochure that gives the history.

Overall view which covered different aspects
of his photography including foreign trips.

A VISIT TO THE NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY'S PHOTOGRAPHICA FAIR 77

Floor area of Photographica 77 at Wakefield, Massachusetts saw 70 tables attended by
many visitors over two days. Dollar table at front got much attention. Auction ended day.

Peter Schultz and wife Barbara always
have a great selection of wood camera.

Bob Cooke shows a 1000 watt Keigg light
which he used for 40 years in his studio.

Stephen Shuart and Larry Rochette were exhibitors at first PHSC Toronto Fair in 1975.

Rodger Digilio displays cameras that tempt
the collector. Big to small with good variety.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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Jeff Wall photograph sells for record $3.6M

Dead Troops Talk (A vision after an ambush of a Red Army patrol, near Moqor, Afghanistan,
winter 1986) by Vancouver photographer Jeff Wall set a new auction record for the artist
at auction in New York on Tuesday. (Christie's)

A famous photograph by Canadian artist Jeff Wall, Dead Troops Talk,
sold for more than $3.6 million US at auction in New York on Tuesday.
Christie's said on Twitter that the large-format photograph "realized
$3,666,500, setting a world auction record for the artist."
The sales totals are the hammer price plus buyer's premium.
Tuesday night's sale makes Dead Troops Talk the most expensive
Canadian photo ever sold at auction.
Wall's work is also the third most expensive photo ever sold at auction, after Andreas Gursky's Rhein II (1999), which sold for $4.3 million in
November 2011, and Cindy Sherman's Untitled #96 (1981), which went
for nearly $3.9 million in May 2011.
Christie's had estimated that the 220 x 417 centimetre work — the
full title of which is Dead Troops Talk (A vision after an ambush of a Red
Army patrol, near Moqor, Afghanistan, winter 1986) — could sell for
between $1.5 and $2 million US.
The image, which was created with actors in a studio in 1992, shows
a scene of gory, dead soldiers rising up and talking, the auction house
said in a description of the work.
Christie's said the "monumental, glowing image" is one of the mostrecognized works by the award-winning Vancouver artist, who is known
for large-scale photographs of contemporary everyday genre scenes.
In Dead Troops Talk, Wall arranged the image with actors in a Burnaby,
B.C., studio, photographed in individual sections later assembled digitally, and finally simulated a monumental outdoor photograph.
In 2007, Wall was named an Officer of the Order of Canada, and in
2008, he was awarded British Columbia's highest visual art award, the
Audain Prize for Lifetime Achievement.
Wall's work has regularly fetched prices of more than $1 million US.
His 1989 image The Well sold for $1.1 million US at a 2008 Sotheby's
sale in London. That same year, another work titled The Forest sold for
just over $1 million US at a Sotheby's auction in New York.
The image sold Tuesday is the first print from an edition of two, plus
an artist's proof, Christie's says.

THE PHSC E-MAIL
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Arnaud Maggs wins
Scotiabank Photography
Award

The award of $50 thousand
was developed two years ago to
recognize work by a contemporary
Canadian art photographer and
strives to heighten that photographer’s profile internationally.
Beyond the cash prize, the
honoree gets to have his work
published in a book and also gets
a solo exhibition at the Contact
photography festival, held in
Toronto each May.
The Montreal-born Maggs
began his career as an artist in
1973, age 47. Previously, he’d
been a highly successful graphic
designer – one of his most famous
projects is the cover for the legendary Jazz at Massey Hall recording from 1953 – and commercial
photographer.

ARNAUD MAGGS
His art is distinguished by a
quasi-taxonomical, near-mathematical rigour, evident from his
earliest portraits, the now-famous
multiples of the faces and shoulders of Joseph Beuys, Northrop
Frye, Jane Jacobs and Yousuf
Karsh, among others.
Maggs also has been a collector
and photographer of ephemera,
most famously of 19th-century
French mourning envelopes. In
1991, New York’s Museum of
Modern Art let him photograph the
address books of the legendary
Paris lensman Eugène Atget, the
results mounted as an exhibition in
Toronto in 1997 titled Repertoire. In
2006 he received a GovernorGeneral’s Award for lifetime achievement in visual and media arts.

SEEKING TORONTO'S FIRST PICTURE

Mike Filey of the Toronto Sun in
his April 22, 2012 column is asking
his readers to ponder the question
as to when the first picture was
taken of Toronto.
Although
daguerreotypists
were active in Canada (Pattinson
1840 to record Niagara Falls) soon
after the unveiling of the pictureprocess in 1839 it would have
been for the main purpose of taking portraits. The itinerant photographer favoured the major cities
while Toronto attracted fewer visitors in the early years.
But as early 1841 it is noted by
researcher Graham Garrett that a
Mr. E.E. Finch of New York set up
in Toronto as of July. Richard
Pauling followed later in the month.
It wasn't until 1843 that we had
other itinerants visit the city;
Dessauer (1843), Insley (1844),
Meade Brothers (1845), Burritt
(1846), Featherston & Townsend
(1846-47), Beales (1847), Becker
(1847), Palmer (1849), etc.

LOOKING FOR GEORGE
The Eastman Kodak Company initiated an award to employees who
had served 25 years of service for
the company. There was also an
award for those who had served
for 50 years and we hear that such
an award was presented.
We hope to locate one of these
medals which designates service
for the Canadian company.
Tony Devenyi sent us the illustrations of an unused American medal
from his father's extensive photographica collection in Vancouver.
His father has been collecting for
over 40 years.

Filey erroneously writes that
the first advertisement for a photographer appeared in the Globe
on August 28, 1852. The British
Colonist published an ad as early
as July 7, 1841.
But the record indicate that
these were for visits to take portraits, a viable business to extract
money from those who desired to
record their likeness for posterity
and could afford it.
But we don't have any indication
that daguerreotypes were taken of
scenery or street scenes. There
wasn't a financial demand for such.
And it was harder to achieve as you
had to have your processing facilities close at hand.
But then in 1857 photographers Armstrong, Beere and Hime
were commissioned to photograph
the city to show its qualifications
as the seat of government to the
Colonial Secretary. It resulted in 13
photographic views taken in panoramic sequence from the roof of

Dennis Cannon, a former
employee in Toronto, sends
the wording that is inscribed
on his Canadian medal:
PRESENTED TO
DENNIS F. CANNON
IN RECOGNITION OF
MORE THAN A QUARTER
CENTURY OF LOYAL
SERVICE WITH
KODAK CANADA INC.
1986

So we have the proper words to
identify a Canadian medal.
Information should be sent to the
editor: bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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the Rossin Hotel. Twelve street
level views were added, taken over
the previous years.
But I cannot believe that during
the first 20 years of photography
that outdoor scenes were not taken
to record Toronto's streets or buildings. I do remember a rumour that
someone had seen a daguerreotype of a Toronto street scene. I
yearn to see it. Maybe with Filey's
appeal we will have some collector
come forward to reveal it.

University College during construction
ca 1857. Anything earlier?

ILLUSTRATIONS
COURTESY OF
TONY DEVENYI

BIÈVRES PHOTO
FAIR 2012

June 2nd and 3rd, 2012
If you are travelling to France or
want to experience one of Europe's
greatest photo fairs then you
should consider taking in the
Bièvres Photo Fair, happening on
June 2nd and 3rd. Unique in
Europe, this event brings together
more than 15,000 visitors each
year, many coming from all over
the world. More than 300 exhibitors and 100 artists will be present, five acres to search. It is
located 12km south of Paris.

GREAT CHANCES FOR SUMMER WORKSHOPS
AT GEORGE EASTMAN HOUSE
Mark Osterman of the George Eastman House writes: I think many
of the photographic workshops we are teaching at George Eastman
House would be of interest to your members. These range from identifying 19th century photographic images to doing hands-on workshops from the Nièpce Heliograph [1826] to making gelatin emulsions
[1890] and everything in-between. These are the only workshops that
feature actual process demonstrations and close inspection of master
works of photography in the George Eastman House collection. We
will also have three workshops at the Fox Talbot Museum, Lacock,
England this summer. So travel is most convenient to Rochester.

F295 SYMPOSIUM
June 7th to 10th, 2012
The Annual F295 Symposium to
be held in Pittsburgh, PA. will
include speakers, workshops and
lectures to continue the exploration of 21st century photography.
They've added THREE more
speakers! The F295 Call for Papers
had an enormous response this
year and they're proud to announce
that Susan Abramson, David Emitt
Adams, and Anne Arden McDonald
will be joining them as featured
speakers! The 2012 F295
Symposium has more speakers
than any previous symposium!
Spaces in the top workshops are
running out or closing:
Calotype/Dan Estabrook (Sold
out!)
Daguerreotype/Jerry Spagnoli
(Sold out!)
Multi-Color Gum/Brian Taylor (Sold
out!)
Mordançage/Elizabeth Opalenik (2
seats remain!)
Events will take place at the
Carnegie Mellon University. The
opening evening lecture is by Jerry
Spagnoli and Dr. Jeremy Rowe
and is entitled: Visual Literacy,
Metaphor and Method: The
Subconscious Culture. Book now!
Their web site is: www.f295.org

See the entire 16 courses listed at http://www.eastmanhouse.org/
events/series/photo-workshops At GEH unless otherwise noted.
Basic Gelatin Emulsion Making
April 2, 2012 through April 4, 2012
Identification of 19th-Century Photographic Materials
May 7, 2012 through May 9, 2012
Ambrotype Making: Introductory Workshop
May 21, 2012 through May 23, 2012
The Colorful Print: Cyanotype, Chromatype & Photo Drawing
June 11, 2012 through June 14, 2012
1839: Daguerreotype, Photogenic Drawing & Bayard's Process
June 25, 2012 through June 29, 2012 at Fox Talbot Museum
Ambrotypes, Tintypes and Dry Collodion Negatives
July 2, 2012 through July 6, 2012 at Fox Talbot Museum
Ambrotypes and Tintypes
July 9, 2012 through July 12, 2012 at Fox Talbot Museum
Platinum/Palladium Printing: History & Technique
July 16, 2012 through July 18, 2012
Camera Obscura, Camera Lucida and the Silhouette
July 23, 2012 through July 26, 2012
The Albumen Print: History & Technique
August 6, 2012 through August 8, 2012
Ambrotype Making: Introductory Workshop
August 20, 2012 through August 22, 2012
Collodion Negatives: Wet and Dry
September 24, 2012 through September 28, 2012
35mm Daguerreotypes
October 10, 2012 through October 12, 2012
The Carbon Print: History & Technique
October 22, 2012 through October 24, 2012
Collodion Printing Paper
November 12, 2012 through November 14, 2012
Salt Printing
December 3, 2012 through December 5, 2012

THE PHSC E-MAIL
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FROM THE NET
third quarter 2011/2012 Leica noted
an increase of 8.5% to 81 m Euro
compared to the previous year.
The Daguerreian Society
announces that its 24th Annual
Symposium will take place in
Baltimore, November 8 - 11, 2012

Sony NEX-F3. (Credit: Yangcanggih)

Sony Alpha A37. (Credit: Yangcanggih)

Images and specifications of
new Sony cameras have emerged
after photos from a dealer event in
Indonesia were posted online.
Though the original post has been
taken down, these images have
been reproduced at Sony Alpha
rumors. The 16.1-megapixel NEXF3 looks like a modified version of
the NEX-C3 with a larger handgrip,
and an LCD screen that can be
tilted at a 180-degree angle similar
to the Samsung MV800.

Both cameras are rumored to
ship in June. The rumor site speculates that the Sony NEX-F3 (with
SEL 18-55mm F3.5-5.6 OSS Lens)
and A37 with 18-55mm F3.5-5.6
SAM DT kit lens should sell at
US$599 each.

Unlike previous NEX iterations
which use a bundled external flash,
this mirrorless camera sports a
built-in flash. This new NEX camera
strays from the Sony's typically
sleek design concept, but its new
screen configuration sure looks like
it'll come in handy for more accurately framed self-portraits.
Also leaked was the Sony
Alpha SLT-A37 dSLR, which
should feature a similar 16.1-megapixel image sensor used by the
NEX-F3. Boasting a range of 100
to 16,000, the A37 should feature
the
company's
proprietary
Translucent Mirror Technology
which is said to provide continuous focus on subjects in burst
modes.

Leica Returns to its Roots

After almost 25 years in Solms
the optical manufacturer Leica
plans to return to its roots in
Wetzlar. The plan envisions a
3-story building in a business park,
room for 600 employees in administration, research, development,
and production. The Solms location has become too small after a
successful consolidation of the
Leica Camera AG and a significant
increase in the number of orders.
In 1988 Leica – evolved from
the Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH –
moved to Solms, 10 km from
Wetzlar. In the fall of 2013 the new
facility in the “Leitz Park” which will
cost 55 m Euro will be opened. The
plan incorporates on 30,000 sqm a
meeting hall, a “visible” production
area, and a Leica museum.
After some critical years the
traditional enterprise has again
experienced growth and record
turnover – thanks not least to new
profile- and digital cameras. In the
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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The rumors of Nikon launching an entry-level full-frame dSLR
called the D600 could have gained
supporting evidence. In an article
on Italian Web site, MarsicaLive,
Aptina Imaging confirmed that it
was developing a large-format
image (likely full-frame sensor) to
be used with dSLRs. Aptina sensors are typically used by some
OEM camera makers possibly
because these sensors are cheaper to produce than traditional
backside-illuminated (BSI) varieties, but still provide similar image
quality at high ISO settings. Given
that many photographers haven't
jumped onto the full-frame bandwagon due to the high price of
such dSLR bodies, Nikon may just
give Canon a run for its money if
the D600 full-frame dSLR turns
out to be real.
Assembled with thanks from reports
by CNET Asia and Fastlens.

The Graflex Historic Quarterly
newsletters are available by going
to http://graflex.org/GHQ/. They
are in their sixtenth year of publication. If you would like to be
added to their mailing list or would
be interested in providing an article
for publication please contact the
editor
Ken
Metcalf
at
METCALF537@aol.com.
They
have their newest issue ready
Vol 17 Issue 1.

See Special Insert on next page.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
There's a feature story in Photographic Canadiana
Vol. 38-1 for May 2012; its all about the Hicro colour
camera introduced in 1915. We even have a colour
insert. Never heard of it? Read about it only in PC.
We've got all the details of where it
came from, the patents and the
advertising to make it a most interesting and informative story. The
camera was introduced in 1915 as
a simpler colour camera to produce three B&W separation negatives.

WE CHARGE A TOKEN $35.00
per year which averages out to
$8.75 each issue– that's a real
bargain.
WE OFFER A VERY SPECIAL
PREMIUM IF YOU JOIN NOW!
You get a free DVD containing
ALL past PHSC publications as
PDF files (Vol. 1-35). We’re proud
to spread the word about these
great stories with underlying historical facts.

We also have the report on our
Toronto meetings with special
guest speakers. This time it's
Vince Pietropaulo talking about
his new book.
Library and Archives Canada in Ottawa in our
latest visit perusing the special finds that their
archivists have researched over the years.
Amy Tector has chosen to reveal a number of
images that recorded the rehabilitation of
injured soldier after World War One.

Download an application from our PHSC web site.
See www.phsc.ca/camera/?page_id=110.
Check menu under MEMBERSHIP or use PAYPAL
for registry.

35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
PRESERVED ON ONE DVD DISC
IT’S YOURS WHEN YOU JOIN
By joining now you also
receive four issues/year
of the latest Photographic
Canadiana plus all the
PHSC membership benefits. It’s a real bonanza!

THE PHSC for only $35.00

Through the 182 issues
from Volume 1 #1 onwards,
you can visit a veritable
library of photographs
and published words.
Join using PAYPAL on our web site

www.phsc.ca
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THE NEWSLETTER
Coming Events
STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY
1026 Queen St. West, Toronto, ON.
Tuesday to Saturday 11AM to 6PM.
Gallery will host Sanaz Mazinani:
“Frames of the Visible” Exhibition
Dates: May 5 – June 9, 2012. Her
work has been exhibited throughout North America including solo
exhibits at Toronto Image Works
Gallery, Toronto; Carnegie Gallery,
Dundas; and Art & Architecture
Library at Stanford University,
Stanford, California.

VANCOUVER CAMERA
SHOW AND SWAP MEET
Sunday, April 29th 2012
Cameron Recreation Centre

9523 Cameron St. near Lougheed Mall,

Burnaby, British Columbia
Admission $5 – 10 AM to 4 PM

Want Ads…
Wanted
Bob Lansdale is researching
Canadian Dry Plate manufacturers
1880-1910. Needs scans of boxes
for article or cited information.
Please be on the look-out for them
when searching antique and photographica collections. Send to
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
For Sale
Stock reduction. Stereo Views
(5,000) sold in bundles of 50 by
topic. Old Postcards (20,000), Sold
by Box Lots only. Many Topics.
Postcards approx 700 per Box.
Derek Dalton, 705 792-0672. Email
Derek@DaltonsCollectables.com
Web Information Available
Michael Pritchard has a web site on
British Photographic History with
news, links and data at http://britishphotohistory.ning.com/. There
is a story about an early British
Columbian photographer MajorGeneral Richard Clement Moody.
A Canadian tintype of three British
soldiers asks for more information.
For Sale
Rollei 6x7 C XL Dichroic colour
enlarger, 50mm and 75mm lenses,
enlarges to 16x20. $200 or best
offer. Contact 416-763-2900.

CONTACT 2012 in

TORONTO during May

CONTACT is an annual festival
of photography in Toronto, during
the month of May, with over 1000
local, national and international
artists exhibiting at almost 200
venues. CONTACT is the largest
photography event in the world,
and a premiere cultural event in
Canada. The festival is devoted to
celebrating, and fostering the art
and profession of photography.
The diverse audience has grown
to over 1.8 million.

installations, and events across
the city.

Stimulated by the renewed
global interest in street photography, this year’s festival explores
the theme “Public” in a series of
primary exhibitions, site-specific

Information of exhibitions,
events and guides is available at:
http://scotiabankcontactphoto.
com/

Buying or Consignment
Vintage cameras wanted by experienced eBay seller. Professionally
presented with pictures and
description. Contact at 905-9940515 or douglas@dugwerks.com

Wanted
Canadian Kodak Service Medal
wanted for 25 year service award
and for 50 years service award.
Contact the newsletter editor at:
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
For Sale
KEYSTONE: “Tour of the World”
complete 400 Stereoview set in
two formats - PDF and Power
Point. Own this famous set for
just $24.00 Post Paid worldwide.
Contact loban@rogers.com or call
905-477-3382

Wanted
Well-heeled private collector will
pay CASH for your photographic
collections and estates. Nothing
too big or too small. Contact John
Kantymir at 905-371-0111 or
Niagaracc@gmail.com.
Wanted
Bicycle & Motorcycle photography
– all related items. Contact Lorne
Shields, P.O. Box 87588, 300 John
St. P.O., Thornhill, ON., L3T 7R3,
lorne-shields@rogers.com
Wanted
Cash paid for collections, liquidations and estates containing cameras, lenses, photographs, documents, books, negatives etc. Call
Tom for evaluation 905-857-0160.

OBITUARY
BRISSON, Robert “Bob” WWII
Veteran, noted Technical Representative of Kodak Canada (retiree), passed away on Thursday,
April 12, 2012. Age 88 years.
Beloved husband of Erma (Ramsay) Brisson for 67 years.

THE PHSC E-MAIL
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The extensive range of images
in this year’s CONTACT is a testament to the powerful engagement
society has with the medium of
photography.
Exhibitions and events will be
held throughout Toronto at venues from small cafes to prestigious galleries and cultural institutions.

For Sale
CD ROM of Biographical Index of
Daguerreotypists in Canada 18391871 by Graham Garrett is available. Great resource for earliest
photo process in Canada.
Available at www.archivedbooks.
ca/acdbcanada.html
New Book Available
Jennifer McKendry has a new book:
Kingston & The Islands: Then &
Now, authored by Milliken, Milnes
& McKendry, photos by John
McQarrie, 350
images, $30 for
soft cover, 613546-9799 or in
your local book
store.

